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a b s t r a c t
Given a rectangular m × n matrix stored as a two-dimensional
array, we want to transpose it in place andmeasure the cost by the
number of memory writes and the number of auxiliary cells used.
We propose a transposition algorithm with optimal complexity
O(mn) using only min(m, n) auxiliary memory cells.
© 2009 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Given a rectangular m × n matrix stored as a two-dimensional array, we want to transpose it in
place. More specifically, we have an m × nmatrix A which is stored column-wise in a linear array of
mnmemory cells. We want to store the same matrix row-wise in the same cells, which is equivalent
to storing A> column-wise. In the column-wise arrangement the element aij of A is stored in cell
s = (j− 1)m+ i. We want to move this element to the position t = (i− 1)n+ j.
Another way of looking at the same problem is to consider it as the problem of permuting a
sequence of elements ai, i = 1, 2, . . . ,mn, so that as with s = (i − 1)m + j is moved to the position
of at with t = (i − 1)n + j. The measure of cost is the number of memory writes and the number of
auxiliary cells used.
The move as → at itself means also that the value of at is lost. To keep it we need some auxiliary
move at → b, where b is an auxiliary memory cell. If m = n, then the numbers s = (i − 1)n + j
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and t = (j − 1)n + i transform to each other with the interchange of i and j. In this case the whole
transposition task is trivially implemented by swaps using just one auxiliary memory cell b:
at → b, as → at , b→ as.
Otherwise, if m 6= n, then the move of as to at does not imply that at should move to as. So the
transposition task becomes not easy (cf. [1,2]) — of course, under the restriction that the number of
auxiliary memory cells does not depend on the sizes m and n. We still do not know whether it is
possible or not to do this in O(mn) operations in the general casem 6= n under the restriction that the
number of auxiliary cells does not depend onm and n.
However, an algorithm with the cost O(mn log2(mn))is available [1,2]. It comes up as a direct
application of a nice algorithm for performing a general one-to-one mapping i → σ(i), i ∈
{1, 2, . . . ,N}, with operations including the forward and backward index computations of the form
i→ σ(i) and i→ σ−1(i). Being quite general, this algorithm does not use any special features of the
transposition mapping.
In this paper we propose a transposition algorithm with optimal complexity O(mn) and a very
moderate use of additional memory amounting to min(m, n) cells. A useful fringe benefit is that
the operations apply to sequences of contiguous entries which could decrease cache misses in work
with large data sets. We may remark that we obtained this algorithm as early as 1980 (motivated by
a general framework of multilevel matrices [3]; for recent development see [4]), but it was never
properly published. This paper appears chiefly due to the interest from colleagues that we have
become aware of when it occasionally crops up in reminiscences on transposition topics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2we introduce some notation. In Section 3we present
a very simple but special transposition algorithm for application to rectangular matrices of sizes
m = sp and n = sq (s, p, q are positive integers). In this case only one additional cell is needed.
In the general case we find that it can be reduced to the simple cases. The means for reduction
are expounded on in Section 4. The general transposition method is described in Section 5. In the last
section we finish with some concluding remarks.
2. Notation
For the sake of convenience, given an array let us call the contents of its cells letters and a sequence
of contiguous letters a word. We write c = ab to designate that the word c is concatenated from the
two words a and b. An empty wordΘ is the one with the property
Θa = aΘ = a
for any word a. Let us agree that the empty word occupies no cells. Denote by `(a) the number of
letters, also called the length, of the word a. Thus, `(Θ) = 0.
From now on we write
a→ b (1)
to say that the word b is obtained at the place of the word a by some permutation of the letters. Of
course, for any particular permutation we ought to look for a special implementation algorithm that
might use some auxiliary cells to perform swaps.
Basic operations will be moves and swaps of the letters. Amovemeans that the content of one cell
is replaced by a letter from some other cell. A swap is the interchange of letters between two cells.
To implement a swap we need one auxiliary cell, besides those that exchange their contents, and this
obviously reduces to a sequence of three moves.
3. Simple transposition case
Lemma 1 (Main Lemma). A matrix of size mi × m, i ≥ 1, can be transposed in place by at most mi+1
swaps without use of additional memory save for a finite number of cells that does not depend of m.
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Let A = {aij} be anmp×mmatrixwith row and column indices counted off from 0. In the computer
memory A is written as columns in the array α where the numbering of positions also starts with 0. It
is easy to see that
α(`) = aij,
where
` = jmq + i, 0 ≤ j < m, 0 ≤ i < mq.
The transposition is described by a permutation in which the entry α(`)moves to the position
˜` = im+ j.
Lemma 2. If ` = uqmq + · · · + u1m+ u0, 0 ≤ uq, . . . , u0 < m, then
˜` = uq−1mq + · · · + u0m+ uq.
Proof. It is valid that
` = jmq + i, j = uq, i = uq−1mq−1 + · · · + u0.
Consequently,
˜` = im+ j = uq−1mq + · · · + u0m+ u0,
which completes the proof. 
Wemay remark that the algorithm of Lemma 2 resembles the well known binary inversion in the
fast Fourier transform.
Proof of the main lemma (Lemma1). Let us show that the transposition of a matrix A of sizemq×m
can be done in two steps:
(1) swap the entries α(`) and α( ˜`), where
` = uqmq + uq−1mq−1 + · · · + u0, ˜` = uqmq + u0mq−1 + · · · + uq−1;
(2) swap the entries α(`) and α( ˜`), where
` = uqmq + · · · + u0, ˜` = u0mq + · · · + uq.
In Step (1), the entry α(`)moves to the position
uqmq + u0mq−1 + · · · + uq−1,
and in Step (2), it comes to the position
uq−1mq + · · · + u0m+ uq.
By Lemma 2, when Steps (1) and (2) are done, the same array α keeps exactly the transposed matrix
A>. It remains to note that the operations of Steps (1) and (2) are nothing but swaps. 
At first glance it seems that the calculation
` = uqmq + · · · + u0 → ˜` = u0mq + · · · + uq
would require O(q) operations with integers, and hence, the transposition of anmq×mmatrix would
take O(qmq+1) arithmetic operations with integers. However, these calculations can be organized so
that the cost is only O(mq+1) arithmetic operations. The calculation of indices ˜` can be especially
efficient with q additional cells to be used.
In conclusion, let us give some generalization of Lemma 2 and a simple method of transposition of
matrices of size mp × mq with p ≥ q. Let such a matrix be kept in the array α. Then the entry α(`)
should move to the position ˜` , where
` = up+q−1mp+q−1 + · · · + upmp + up−1mp−1 + · · · + u0,
˜` = up−1mp+q−1 + · · · + u0mq + up+q−1mq−1 + · · · + up.
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Therefore, the transposition is now conducted in three steps:
(1) swap the entries ` and ˜` , where
` = up+q−1mp+q−1 + · · · + upmp + up−1mp−1 + · · · + u0,
˜` = up+q−1mp+q−1 + · · · + upmp + u0mp−1 + · · · + up−1;
(2) swap the entries ` and ˜` , where
` = up+q−1mp+q−1 + · · · + u0, ˜` = u0mp+q−1 + · · · + up+q−1;
(3) swap the entries ` and ˜` , where
` = up+q−1mp+q−1 + · · · + uqmq + uq−1mq−1 + · · · + u0,
˜` = up+q−1mp+q−1 + · · · + uqmq + u0mq−1 + · · · + uq−1.
The total number of swaps does not exceed 3mp+q/2.
4. Auxiliary statements
Lemma 3. The one-to-one mapping action of the form
ab→ ba
can be done in at most `(a)+ `(b) swaps with one auxiliary cell.
Proof. Let p = `(a), q = `(b),
a = a1 . . . ap, b = b1 . . . bq.
In the case p = q, an evident algorithm consists of the independent swaps of the letters a1 and b1, a2
and b2, and so on with a final swap of ap and bp. Overall, here we need p = q swaps.
Assume for definiteness that p > q. Then the action
a1 . . . ap b1 . . . bq → b1 . . . bqaq+1 . . . ap a1 . . . aq (2)
requires q swaps, the original task reducing to a similar one for the words
a˜ = aq+1 . . . ap, b˜ = a1 . . . aq.
For the words a˜ and b˜we repeat an action similar to that of (2). As is readily seen, the total number of
swaps does not exceed p+ q, which completes the proof. 
Lemma 4. Assume that words ai, bi, i = 1, . . . ,m, are of the form
`a = `(ai), `b = `(bi), `a > `b.
Then the actions
a1b1 . . . ambm → a1 . . . amb1 . . . bm, (3)
a1 . . . amb1 . . . bm → a1b1 . . . ambm (4)
can be conducted with at most 2m`a+3m`b+ (1/2)m2+ c swaps using m auxiliary cells; c is a constant
independent of m and the lengths.
Proof. We split the action (3) into two steps. In the first step we conduct the action
a1b1 . . . ambm → a1 . . . ambv1 . . . bvm , (5)
where v1, . . . , vm is a permutation of the indices i, . . . ,m, which is also to be found in this step. To
store this permutation we can use m − 1 cells from m auxiliary cells, because vm = m and thus the
image ofm need not be stored. The remaining cell can be used for swaps.
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In the second step we perform the action
bv1 . . . bvm → b1 . . . bm. (6)
The algorithm is very natural. First we put the word bv1 at the place of bvv1 and bv1 at the place of
bvv1 . This is done by `b swaps. At the same time we swap the indices v1 and vv1 in the word, keeping
the permutation v1, . . . , vm. We repeat this procedure until it turns out that v1 = 1. Then, we find
the minimal index j such that vj 6= j, exchange the places for the words vj and vvj , swap the indices vj
and vvj , and repeat in the same way until vj = j. Further, we seek the minimal index j such that vj 6= j
and, if exists, repeat the above prescriptions. The total number of swaps is not larger thanm`b.
Let us remain with the action (5). Here we are going to construct an algorithm consisting of a
sequence ofm− 2 same-type steps and a concluding (m− 1)th step.
To proceed with Step 1, write down the left-hand side of (5) in the form
a1a¯2b1a˜2b2a3b3 . . . ambm, (7)
where a¯2 = Θ , a˜2 = a2. Set vi = i, i = 1, . . . ,m, and recast (7) as
a1a¯2bv1 a˜2bv2 . . . ambvm .
Then, when getting to Step jwe assume that we have obtained the word
a1 . . . aj a¯j+1bv1 . . . bvj a˜j+1bvj+1aj+2 . . . ambvm , (8)
where a¯j+1a˜j+1 = aj+1.
Step j, j = 1, . . . ,m− 2, is described as follows. Seek the minimal index r = 2, . . . , j satisfying{
`(bv1 . . . bvr ) ≥ `(a˜j+1),
`(bvj . . . bvr ) < `(a˜j+1).
If `(bv1) ≥ `(a˜j+1), then set r = 1. If `(bv1 . . . bvj) ≤ `(a˜j+1), then r = j. Let
bvr = b¯vr b˜vr ,
`(bv1 . . . bvr−1
∼∼∼∼∼∼∼∼
b¯vr ) = `(a˜j+1),
aj+2 = a¯j+2a˜j+2, `(a¯j+2) = `(b˜vr ).
If r = 1 then the word underlined by waves is empty.
Execute the following actions:
(8) → a1 . . . a¯ja˜j+1b˜vr bvr+1 . . . bvjbv1 . . . bvr−1 b¯vr bvj+1aj+2 . . . bvm
→ a1 . . . ajaj+1a¯j+2bvr+1 . . . bvjbv1 . . . bvr−1 b¯vr bvj+1 b˜vr a˜j+2 . . . bvm
→ a1 . . . aj+1a¯j+2bvr+1 . . . bvjbv1 . . . bvr−1 b¯vr b˜vr bvj+1 a˜j+2 . . . bvm
= a1 . . . aj+1a¯j+2bv1 . . . bvj+1 a˜j+2bvj+2aj+3 . . . bvm .
(9)
When writing the last equation we permute the indices v1, . . . , vm in the following way:
v1 . . . vm → vr+1 . . . vjv1 . . . vrvj+1 . . . vm. (10)
Remark that vk = k, k ≥ j+ 1. During the chain of actions (9) the number of swaps does not exceed
`(a˜j+1)+ `(a¯j+2)+ [`(a¯j+2)+ `b]. (11)
Three terms in (11) match three arrows from (9). We should add j swaps of indices to carry out the
permutation (10). Note that this calculation of the number of swaps exploits the result of Lemma 3.
On completion of Stepm− 2 we obtain the word
a1 . . . am−1a¯mbv1 . . . bvm−1 a˜mbm. (12)
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In the concluding (m− 1)th step, (12) transforms into the word
a1 . . . am−1a¯ma˜mbv1 . . . bvm−1bvm = a1 . . . ambv1 . . . bvm
by interchange of the words a˜m and bv1 . . . bvm−1 . As Lemma 3 states, this is carried out by
`(a˜m)+ (m− 1)`b
swaps.




`(a˜j+1)+ 2`(a¯j+2)+ `b + j
]+ `(a˜m)+ (2m− 1)`b ≤ 2m`a + 3m`b + 12 m2.
Note that the action (4) is done by the same swaps in the reverse order. Prior to the execution of
these swaps, it is necessary to compute the permutation v1, . . . , vm and the value `(a˜m). The proof is
over. 
5. General transposition method
Let A = {aij} be a matrix of size n×m. We assume that n ≥ m. If n ≤ m, then all the swaps needed
to transpose a matrix of sizem× n should be taken in the reverse order. Suppose also thatm > 1.
Consider the base-m representation of n:
n = nkmk + · · · + n0, nk 6= 0, 0 ≤ n0, . . . , nk ≤ m− 1,
and for j = 1, . . . ,m let us set
akj = a1j . . . ankmk,j,
ak−1j = ankmk+1,j . . . ankmk+nk−1mk−1,j,
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
a0j = ankmk+···+n1m+1,j . . . an,j.
It is clear that the length of the word aij is equal to nim
i. If ni = 0, then let us agree that aij = Θ .
In the computer storage, A is located column-by-column as the word




2 . . . a
0
2 . . . a
k
m . . . a
0
m. (13)
Carry out the following actions:
(13) → ak1ak2 . . . akmak−11 . . . a01ak−12 . . . a02 . . . ak−1m . . . a0m
→ ak1ak2 . . . akmak−11 . . . ak−1m ak−21 . . . a01ak−22 . . . a02 . . . ak−2m . . . a0m
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
→ ak1 . . . akm︸ ︷︷ ︸ ak−11 . . . ak−1m︸ ︷︷ ︸ . . . a01 . . . a0m︸ ︷︷ ︸ .
(14)
Thewords with braces as they appear from left to right are denoted by Ak, Ak−1, . . ., A0. It is easy to see
that `(Ai) = nimi+1. In order to execute the chain of actions (14) we have recourse to the algorithm
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Evidently, thematrix αk is juxtaposed with the word Ak, and similarly αk−1 is with Ak−1 and so on, and
finally α0 is with A0. Having performed the actions (14), in order to complete the transposition of A it
remains to transpose the matrices αk, . . . , α0. This means that we need to permute correspondingly
the letters in the words Ak, . . . , A0.
Now let us describe the transposition algorithm for a matrix αi of size nimi ×m.
The matrix αi can be regarded as anmi ×mmatrix composed of the columns of size ni:
αi =
[
ξ11 . . . ξ1m
. . . . . . . . .
ξmi,1 . . . ξmi,m
]
.
By application of Lemma 1, we pay the cost of nimi+1 swaps to have at the place of αi a matrix of the
form ξ11 . . . ξmi,1... ... ...
ξ1m . . . ξmi,m
 = (ϕ1 . . . ϕmi).
As is easily seen, we complete the transposition of α>i by transposing ni×mmatrices ϕ1, . . . , ϕmi (the
columns of size nim are treated as ni×mmatrices). The latter task is performed in the following way.
Let Q be an ni × m matrix with ni < m. Denote by g and ri the quotient and remainder for the
division ofm by ni and represent Q as follows: Q1︸︷︷︸
ni






Let us assume that the place occupied previously by the matrices Q1, . . . ,Qg , Ri is now used to house
the matrices Q>1 , . . ., Q>g , R
>
i whose columns correspond to the words
q11, . . . , q
1
ni , . . . , q
g
1, . . . , q
g
ni , ρ1, . . . , ρni .
For the transposition of Q> it remains to carry out the action
q11 . . . q
1
ni . . . q
g
1 . . . q
g
ni , ρ1 . . . ρni → q11q21 . . . qg1ρ1 . . . q1ni . . . qgniρni . (16)
Notice that `(q11) = · · · = `(qgni) = ni, `(ρ1) = · · · = `(ρni) = ri. The action (16) is performed in
two stages. First, execute the permutation
q11 . . . q
1
ni . . . q
g
1 . . . q
g
ni → q11q21 . . . qg1 . . . q1ni . . . qgni , (17)
and second, get to the action
q11 . . . q
g
1 . . . q
1
ni . . . q
g
niρ1 . . . ρni → q11 . . . qg1ρ1 . . . q1ni . . . qgniρni , (18)
which requires, by Lemma 4, at most
2ni(gni)+ 3niri + 12n
2
i ≤ 3nim
swaps. Apparently, the action (17) corresponds to the transposition of a rectangular ni × g matrix
composed of the words q11, . . . , q
g
ni , of the formq11 . . . qg1. . . . . . . . .




The latter task is easily performed if an additional memory of size nig is available. Since we can afford
m additional cells and nig ≤ m, we can do this. It seems we are able to exchange not only individual
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letters of the words qµν , but the very words as a whole. Use an extra array v1, . . . , vnig of size nig . Let
η be equal to the index of the destination for the word initially located at the position `. To execute
the swaps we exploit the second stage of the algorithm of Lemma 4.
The total number of swaps for acquiring the square matrices Q>1 , . . . ,Q>g and carrying out the




All in all, the transposition problem for A reduces to the same problems formkmatrices of the form
Rk, thenmk−1matrices of the form Rk−1 (if nk−1 6= 0), and so on. Finally we are to transpose onematrix





nm+ 2nm = 12nm
swaps (the first term accounts for the action (14), the second does this for the action (16) applied to
all matrices αi, the third is due to the algorithm of Lemma 1).
We can see that the total number of entries of thematrices Rk, Rk−1, . . . , R0 does not exceed nm/2.
For each of these matrices we apply a similar procedure of reduction to transposition problems for
matrices with total number of entries not greater than (nm/2)/2 and proceed in the same way until
we have to transpose matrices with number of entries less than m. Thus, the transposition problem







+ · · ·
)
≤ 24nm
swaps plus O(nm) arithmetic operations to calculate indices.
6. Concluding remarks
We considered the in-place transposition problem for a rectangular m × n matrix with the aim
of minimizing the number of operations and the number of auxiliary memory cells (those that are
not occupied by the elements of the matrix). As the main result, we presented the general in-place
transposition method using O(mn)writes and min(m, n) auxiliary memory cells.
Note that there is still no algorithm with asymptotically the same number of writes but with the
restriction that the number of auxiliary cells does not depend on m and n. If we want to have this
restriction, then we ought to increase the number of writes [1,2].
Our method is based on the reduction to the ‘‘simple cases’’, those of transposition of rectangular
matrices of sizesm = sp and n = sq (s, p, q are positive integers). We show that in these simple cases
only one additional cell is needed.
The reduction is based on a series of swaps of some groups of contiguous elements. We believe
that for modern computer architectures it might allow for the use of memory hierarchy and could
probably decrease cache misses.
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